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The Perfect Storm at Magple Bridge
Anyone would have been forgiven for giving last Monday's hash a miss. There
seemed to be a worrying number of inauspicious things combining to make 24h
February at 7.30 a recipe for disaster. These were: appalling weather; (even more
offputting since it had been uncommonly dry all day), the London lnn; (has been
known in the past to send the chef home so we had to survive on packets of pork
scratchings) and last but not least the prospect of Dogcatcher being in charge
without someone sensible to help him and stop us from spending an indeterminate
amount of time in Dogcatcherworld where normality is suspended. And he lives in
Slough during the week now. Would he remember he rans haring? Would he turn up
at all?
The first surprising thing about the evening was the goodly number of people wtro
decided to risk it anyway. Heavy cold rain rans falling, and the faithful had turned off
their tellies, banged the mud off their trainers and ventured out. Vast puddles
covered the car park. I was going to have to remember everything that happened on
the trail, because taking any kind of notes was impossible in the conditions. One of
the funniest moments before the start was seeing Windy and Racey kneeling in the
mud, praying for deliverance.
The hash would be laid in that most old fashioned of substances, sawdust,
Dogcatcher informed us. This substance \ilas exactly the same colour as the leaves,
mud and muddy water all around us..... He told us some other things that nobody
listened to, and we were off, slipping and sliding on on uphill into the murk.
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Well dear readers, apart from some niggling difficulties finding some of the dust, as
expected, the hash was really good. I heard lots of people praising it afterwards, and
it proceeded without disaster, amazingly. lt was the right length: uppy, downy, inny,
outv, squishy, squashy. I became detached from the pelofon (means small ball,
apparently) of the longs at about 8.{5 and hooked up with Lost Norris wtro guided
me back to the bucket just on the hour. Great! I thought. I can get out of all this wet
gear and spruce myself up- you know ladies, actually comb hair, add perfume and
don earrings before stepping into pub. What none of the short and shortcutting
runners had bargained for was Dogcatchefs non planning for the likelihood of early
finishers, and the consequences were harsh. Familiar scenario- hare's car locked,
all keys safely inside, After a few minutes of standing in the pouring rain, staring
glumly into the trees waiting for a man without a torch to appear, everyone huddled
together under the porch of the public loos. This kept the rain off, but as we were all
soaked anyway, hypothermia soon began to set in.
I was so cold by the time we eventually arrived at the London lnn that I pleaded with
Glani to get Biff and me a pot of tea to warm us up. The annoying thing was, the
slower shcrts anil the rest of the longs were fine, as thei. didn't have to wait around
at all. They got back at the same time as Dogcatcher. Chiz. All thoughts of making
myself acceptable to the scrutiny of others had vanished along with Dogcatcher's
watch and torch. After gibbering with cold on the back seat of the car for ten
minutes or so, my hands thawed out enough to pull on the Plymoid trousers and
ratty fleece yet again and with my hair still plastered wetly to my scalp I shuffled
indoors.

Events in the pub were a bit of a blur, unfortunately for those who want a witty
summary of who did and said what. I got mawbunged (Lincolnshire dialect, it's what
happens to chickens when they eat too much corn and it gets stuck in their crop)
eating my burgen and chips and for a while nas gulping ineffectually, trying to force
it all down the Gannetgullet. Time stood still, and the only thing I was capable of
registering uas Underlay whingeing that someone had stolen her bestest London
Marathon sweatshirt from the back of a chair in the bar. (When Windy e mailed me
the run details this week he slyly revealed that the precious garment had been
found in Well Laid's car, ha!ha!)
Pony is showing us all that age is irrelevant when it comes to sporting success. She
trounced all the young gels in The Stinger, a notorious run- bike- run event which
most people would never consider doing as the transitions are truly horrible. Well
done Pony for being first lady home.
Tampax said he would write the next hash mag and if hc doesn't then there really
will be a piece of paper with the testcard on it in place of The Words. I am not doing
it any more before the AGM.* So there. We need a scribe for the 17th March and if
you want to avoid me re cycling one of Sturmeroid's old efforts (be very afraid, it
was written before the latest hash guidelines on political correctness devised by
Uncle) then come up and see me sometime.

*Allegedly this stunningly original event* will be held on Monday, 31"1 March at the
Burrator lnn. Witness the changing of the guard and sing Happy Birthday to Biff!

* Actually we have not got a clue what we are doing, as usual. On past experience

will probably involve cross dressing and the threat of making Barney

GM.
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